Modified stapled transanal rectal resection (Starr) for full thickness excision of rectal tumour.
Traditionally, adenomatous rectal lesions and unexpected malignant polyps that could not be removed endoscopically are referred to surgery. Local excision is the treatment of choice, and several techniques have been proposed. The choice of the approach requires that the tumour is excised intact, with a low recurrence rate and limited morbidity. Local excision can be a straight forward or conversely a demanding procedure due to the restricted space in which the surgeon must work and the difficulty of achieving a satisfactory exposure. We describe a modified stapled transanal rectal resection for the excision of flat lesions with a diameter up to 2 cm and located between 5 and 12 cm from the anal verge. In our experience, it is quick, simple, and easy to teach but it has not previously been reported. It provides full thickness resection with adequate lateral margins. It overcomes some of the limits of the incomplete surgical field exposure and difficult manipulation, since after the confectioning of double half purse-string suture, the suture and sectioning is made by the stapler device.